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Abstract: Since the modern description of primary progressive aphasia (PPA) more than 

30 years ago, the interest in neurodegenerative conditions that selectively target the language 

network has grown exponentially. Fueled by advances in neuroimaging and biomarkers, progress 

in the field has brought new insights into clinical categorization, neural correlates of language, 

and pathological mechanisms of progression in PPA. Of relevance, the inception of logopenic 

progressive aphasia as an atypical presentation of Alzheimer’s disease and the formalization of 

the international diagnostic criteria and classification of PPA represent milestones in the field. 

Paradoxically, those advances have also brought controversy and challenges. The application of 

the current classification in cases with mixed or very mild language deficits is still challenging, 

while the accurate pathological prediction at the individual level remains elusive. In addition, it 

is more evident now that nonlanguage deficits, including other cognitive and motor deficits, can 

appear early on and potentially assist in the differential diagnosis. From a historical perspective, 

this review addresses the conceptual evolution of PPA and the contribution that clinical refine-

ments, cognitive neuropsychology, and pathology have made to the field.

Keywords: primary progressive aphasia, nonfluent variant, logopenic variant, frontotemporal 

lobar degeneration, frontotemporal dementia, semantic dementia, Alzheimer’s disease

Introduction
The term primary progressive aphasia (PPA) refers to a progressive neurodegenerative 

disorder that manifests initially as a seemingly isolated insidious loss of the ability 

to comprehend language, retrieve and form words, and/or formulate sentences. Since 

its modern inception more than 3 decades ago,1 our knowledge on clinical manifesta-

tions, molecular pathology, and genetics of this syndrome has grown exponentially. 

Paradoxically, the increasing knowledge has also brought controversy and challenges, 

some of which will be addressed in this brief review. We will also outline the historical 

evolution of PPA and discuss uncertain areas and future directions in the field.

Historical outlook and conceptual developments in 
PPA
The dawn of the concept of PPA was marked over a century ago when Pick et al2,3 

described a series of cases with pronounced language impairment (ie, aphasia) due 

to nonspecific neuropathology. Contrasting with the prevailing idea of diffuse brain 

atrophy as the main correlate for cognitive impairment, Pick et al, in 18922 were the first 

to intuit the existence of circumscribed forms of “senile dementia”. Accordingly, the 
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most prominent clinical manifestation at onset results from 

relatively focal brain atrophy. At the beginning of the 20th 

century, Alzheimer4 described Auguste, who also presented 

with progressive aphasia and behavior changes; however, 

unlike Pick’s description, this patient displayed severely 

impaired memory, and more importantly, a distinctive neuro-

pathology typified by widely distributed amyloid plaques and 

neurofibrillary tangles.4,5 During the first half of the past cen-

tury, successive clinical and pathological series6–9 confirmed 

the notion that Pick’s clinical description corresponded to a 

separate clinical–pathological entity lacking the distinctive 

histological features previously described by Alzheimer. 

Those series nevertheless emphasized personality changes 

and social maladjustments in which loss of cultural or ethical 

standards were regarded as predominant features. Despite 

focusing on behavioral changes, those first clinical descrip-

tions were highly precise and defined aphasic profiles that 

differed from those with typical Alzheimer’s disease (AD).10 

A notable example is provided by a clinicopathological report 

of a 59-year-old woman who, in addition to being paranoid, 

displayed notorious word-finding difficulties and circumlocu-

tory language. Her language examination revealed marked 

anomia and misspelling, but preservation of word repetition 

ability and no difficulties in articulatory agility. Her autopsy 

revealed left-sided atrophy of the anterior temporal lobe with 

nonspecific neuronal loss.11 All these features astonishingly 

coincide with the modern description of the semantic variant 

of PPA that was to emerge almost 50 years later.12

Although emphasis on behavioral symptoms prevailed 

for over 50 years, the concept of language-based progressive 

disorder was kindled by Mesulam.1 In the 1980s, Mesulam1 

reported a series of six cases with progressive aphasia as the 

initial and sole manifestation of disease, where the aphasia 

was not explained by focal neurological disorders such as 

stroke or brain tumors. One case underwent brain biopsy, 

showing nonspecific neuronal loss but absence of Alzheimer’s 

pathology or vascular changes, suggesting that this entity was 

pathologically and clinically separate from AD.  Mesulam13 

proposed a definition of this presentation, still widely 

accepted, in which aphasia is the most salient deficit for at 

least the first 2 years after the onset of initial symptoms and 

has a major impact on communication abilities. In addition, 

it was argued that aphasia should have a gradual progression 

not attributable to stroke or other pathological conditions, but 

attributable to neurodegeneration of the perisylvian region 

of the left hemisphere.13

Although initially regarded as a unitary entity, the increas-

ing number of reports demonstrated that the term PPA was 

being applied to a wide spectrum of cases that could be 

roughly dichotomized as fluent or nonfluent aphasia,14,15 

largely mirroring classic descriptions of aphasic cases due 

to stroke.16 However, aphasic syndromes induced by neuro-

degeneration are not determined by the anatomy of vascular 

supply. Rather, they result from a complex interplay between 

the slow destruction of neural populations and compensatory 

reorganizations of synaptic circuitry.17 Because linguistic 

profiles in PPA are not stable, but evolve as pathology spreads, 

the analysis of language deficits in PPA has turned out to be 

complex. In addition, classical aphasic syndromes, based 

mainly on clinicoanatomical correlations established in acute 

cerebrovascular lesions, may not necessarily account for the 

whole spectrum of linguistic deficits in PPA.17 Despite this 

complexity, concepts that emerged from cognitive neuropsy-

chology have provided a theoretical framework that enables 

us to organize the progressive linguistic deficits of PPA into 

coherent neurocognitive syndromes.

Undeniably, cases with progressive fluent aphasia profited 

the most few years before Mesulam’s seminal description 

when, in 1975, Warrington18 suggested that seemingly unre-

lated deficits, “amnesic aphasia” and associative agnosia, were 

explained by a breakdown of a common cognitive  system, 

namely, disintegration of semantic memory. In 1989, the 

label semantic dementia was introduced by Snowden et al19 to 

reflect both the semantic deficit and the progressive nature of 

this disorder. Soon after the syndrome was comprehensively 

characterized by Hodges et al,12 who defined its core features 

and drew attention to the consistent anterior temporal lobe 

atrophy and association with non-AD pathology.

The nonfluent PPA cases, on the other hand, display a 

wide range of disturbances, which can include phonological 

errors, oversimplification of linguistic structures and/or frank 

grammatical errors in spontaneous speech, effortful and halt-

ing speech, distorted articulation, and prosodic changes.14,20 

In contrast to fluent cases, the myriad of “nonfluent” language 

manifestations can hardly be conceptualized as a result of 

damage to a single core cognitive system. Instead, reflecting 

the multidimensional quality of language fluency, specific 

aspects of language and speech output have been emphasized. 

While some authorities focused on the breakdown of syntac-

tic (grammatical) components of speech as a key language 

deficit,13,15 others drew their attention to the impaired capacity 

of planning or programming movements for speech, which 

results in apraxia of speech.21,22 The discrepancy among 

experts not only reflects the heterogeneity of nonsemantic 

patients, but it also reveals the complexity of key mechanisms 

that give rise to nonfluency. As such, it was clear that pooling 

nonsemantic cases under the rubric of nonfluency represented 

an oversimplification of the reality.
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Advances in neuroimaging and biomarkers also made 

it evident that the underlying pathology of PPA was hetero-

geneous, comprising not only pathologies of the spectrum 

of frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD) as initially 

described, but also Alzheimer pathology.23,24 The recognition 

of AD as the cause of pathology in up to a third of PPA cases 

has been arguably one of the most important and controver-

sial discoveries. It not only confirmed the diversity of AD 

manifestations – in this instance salient language deficits 

instead of impaired day-to-day memory – but it also illus-

trated how elusive the identification of this pathology can be. 

Notwithstanding, the identification of PPA cases with AD was 

improved with the clinical and imaging characterization of a 

third variant, now formally known as logopenic progressive 

aphasia.25 These cases, most of whom had been previously 

forced into the “nonfluent” category, display an intermediate 

aphasic syndrome characterized by word-finding difficul-

ties with hesitations that interrupt the flow of conversation, 

anomia, and marked impairment in sentence repetition. 

Unlike other nonfluent cases, logopenic cases have been 

reported as having neither impaired motor aspects of speech 

nor impaired grammatical processing, whereas they present 

with anomia, like semantic dementia, but in the context of 

preserved semantic knowledge. As the variants of PPA began 

to take form, with advances in behavioral, neuroimaging, and 

pathology descriptions, the community realized the need for 

an international consensus on diagnostic criteria.

The inception of the international 
consensus criteria
In spite of the advances in PPA descriptions and the  formal 

definition of the two aphasic presentations in FTLD,26 

 independent research groups emphasized partial aspects of 

these conditions, and varied terminology was being used to 

refer to a single deficit, raising confusion in clinicians and 

hindering research communication and international col-

laboration. The absence of a common framework motivated 

the formalization of international consensus criteria for the 

diagnosis and classification of PPA, which provided opera-

tional definitions of language and speech deficits and clas-

sified PPA into three clinical variants.27 In this approach, the 

variants, namely, semantic (sv-PPA), nonfluent/agrammatic 

(nfv-PPA), and logopenic (lv-PPA), are defined based on the 

presence or absence of core language and speech deficits. 

Cases with sv-PPA display marked anomia and difficulties 

in recognizing not only words, but also objects, people, and 

tunes, which are all attributed to degradation of semantic 

representations. By contrast, cases with nfv-PPA show pres-

ervation of semantic knowledge but morphosyntactic deficits 

including omission of grammatical function words (eg, a, the, 

she, is, to) and degradation of syntactic rules and structures 

leading to agrammatism and oversimplification of language 

output. Alternatively, nfv-PPA can present with effortful 

speech, loss of prosody (ie, control of relative timing and 

intonational aspects of speech), and articulatory errors, all 

of which result from disruption of motor planning or speech 

execution, that is, a sensorimotor speech disorder rather than, 

or alongside, an aphasia. Unlike other variants, lv-PPA cases 

display relative preservation of semantic representations and 

motor aspects of speech production, but instead show marked 

word-finding difficulties, anomia, and striking difficulties in 

sentence repetition.

Evidence from neuroimaging studies implicates distinct 

left hemispheric brain regions as responsible for the core 

language deficits in each variant. On the basis of that, the 

criteria include imaging findings to support features for each 

variant. Cases with sv-PPA display changes of structure, 

meta bolism, or perfusion in the anterior part of the  temporal 

lobes, nfv-PPA in the left inferior frontal gyrus, insula, 

 premotor, and/or supplementary motor areas, and in lv-PPA, 

atrophy is focused on the left temporoparietal junction.

Of relevance, the proposed criteria also relate each variant 

with a specific pathology. The sv-PPA is strongly associated 

with microscopic inclusions of transactive response DNA-

binding protein of 43 kDa (TDP-43), the nfv-PPA with tau 

inclusions, and a large proportion of lv-PPA cases with 

Alzheimer’s pathology.28–30 Despite these seemingly clear-cut 

associations, a number of clinical and pathological series 

demonstrate that some cases show unexpected pathological 

associations and not all PPA cases can be classifiable into 

one of the three variants. This raises issues about the bio-

logical validity and applicability of this tripartite approach.31 

Although different solutions have been proposed to overcome 

this issue, the optimal approach is still under debate. Whereas 

some groups pose the subdivision into new subvariants so as 

to better refine each PPA syndrome and thus improve diagnos-

tic accuracy and pathological prediction,32 others disregard 

the existence of lv-PPA and restrict the classification into 

only two variants.31 These opposite views remain unsolved 

and open the old taxonomic dispute between “lumpers” and 

“splitters”.

Is PPA a unitary syndrome or an 
artificial conjunction of distinctive 
entities?
Despite the formalization of the three clinical variants, there 

is no general agreement on how many independent aphasic 

syndromes form the spectrum of possible PPA presentations. 
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One stream of opinions emphasizes the clinical integrity of 

PPA, whereby each clinical PPA presentation constitutes 

phenotypic variation of a single disease process. This view 

is consistent with the notion that neurodegenerative diseases 

tend to target specific populations of functionally related 

neurons that comprise large-scale brain networks.33 Briefly, 

this view claims that although PPA variants have a distinc-

tive profile of language deficits and specific pathological 

associations, the primary target of neurodegeneration is 

the language and/or motor speech network. In this view, 

phenotypical diversity must be understood as a result of the 

partial and variable destruction of selective components of 

the network.34,35 As neurodegeneration spreads throughout 

the network, the distinctive profiles of language deficits blur 

and global language dysfunction emerges, akin to the global 

aphasia described for vascular etiology,16 with the presence 

of features from multiple subtypes. Mirroring language 

deterioration, longitudinal studies have in fact demonstrated 

that brain atrophy, albeit initially circumscribed, spreads 

throughout the left-sided language network as the disease 

progresses.36–38

The lack of a clear-cut syndrome definition occurring 

in advanced cases has been one of the main difficulties 

for establishing reliable clinicopathological associations. 

Although dual pathology can explain some overlapping PPA 

syndromes,39 in most instances unclassifiable cases that are 

due to mixed language deficits, and thus more advanced, 

have AD pathology,40 consistent with the eventual pervasive 

nature of this pathology. In accordance with this sugges-

tion, lv-PPA, which is strongly associated with Alzheimer’s 

pathology, tends to deteriorate more rapidly than other PPA 

variants,41 exhibits more widespread pathological burden 

than cases with other types of pathology or cases with  typical 

AD presentation,42 and progresses with more extended 

changes in white and gray matter over time than other PPA 

variants.43,44 Longitudinal studies in the other variants, in 

contrast, have demonstrated that sv-PPA presents the slow-

est rate of progression and semantic disintegration remains 

the most salient deficit and declines in a fairly stereotyped 

manner.41,45,46 Similarly, expressive language deficits in nfv-

PPA remains the most salient clinical problem, and before 

other linguistic deficits become prominent, extrapyramidal 

deficits often emerge.47,48 The widespread and heteroge-

neous clinical involvement in lv-PPA has been the main 

motivation to suggest that this variant should be excluded 

from the spectrum of PPA presentations. On the basis of a 

data-driven approach, one systematic analysis of linguistic 

deficits in PPA demonstrated that while nfv-PPA and sv-PPA 

conform to discrete linguistic syndromes, lv-PPA showed an 

insufficiently distinctive clinical pattern to be regarded as an 

independent clinical syndrome.31 Other studies have argued 

that lv-PPA is heterogeneous, and several endophenotypes 

with slightly different patterns of atrophy distribution, 

disease progression, and likelihood of AD can be distin-

guished.43,49 Despite the diversity of clinical presentations, 

those studies revealed that the vast majority fall within the 

“typical” logopenic syndrome and have evidence of AD, 

whereas those without evidence of Alzheimer pathology 

often develop impaired movement, such as extrapyramidal 

motor features, that warrant an alternative diagnosis such 

as progressive supranuclear palsy.43

In contrast to the argument for a unitary PPA syndrome, 

the “splitter” perspective seeks to refine clinical syndromes 

as finely as possible so that clusters of patients with similar 

behavioral profiles can be accurately identified. This approach 

was first posited by Kertesz et al,50 who distinguished six 

possible clinical presentations of PPA: anomic, logopenic, 

 aphemic, nonfluent aphasia with definite agrammatism, 

semantic aphasia, and mute. Not so different from Kertesz’s 

classifications, the group at the Mayo Clinic subsequently 

proposed a classification system with six clinical variants, 

based on a comprehensive clinical speech and language 

assessment and neuroimaging analysis in a large cohort.32 

In contrast to other classification systems, this group first 

divides cases with predominantly movement-based speech 

alterations, the so-called primary progressive apraxia of 

speech,51 from those cases that evince predominantly lin-

guistic involvement indicative of an aphasia. Therefore, the 

previously single entity of nfv-PPA is separated into two 

variants: progressive agrammatic aphasia and progressive 

apraxia of speech. This group’s descriptions of sv-PPA 

and lv-PPA resemble those of the international diagnostic 

criteria. However, they consider unclassifiable cases and 

cases with pure anomia as separate variants.32,51 Although 

the authors demonstrated clinical–neuroanatomical coher-

ence in each variant, and a clinicopathological series with 

refined  syndrome characterization revealed some comparable 

associations,52 it is not clear if this cross-sectional taxonomy 

remains stable in a long-term follow-up. Longitudinal 

studies tracking deficits and atrophy changes over years as 

well as pathological confirmation may confirm the clinical 

applicability and biological validity of this proposal against 

others. Figure 1 summarizes the conceptual evolution of PPA, 

starting with the first descriptions of cases with a progressive 
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cognitive disorder, followed by the modern inception of PPA, 

to current classification proposals.

Contributions of genetic advances
The proportion of PPA cases with significant family history 

of dementia or related disorders ranges considerably depend-

ing upon their clinical presentation.53–56 While no more than 

a fifth of sv-PPA cases have family history of dementia or 

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), up to a third of nfv-PPA 

cases have significant family history.55,57 As lv-PPA has been 

recently recognized, few studies have directly addressed 

genetic factors, but the Apo ε 4 polymorphism is not as rel-

evant here as it is for cases with typical AD.58,59 The finding 

that most PPA familial cases show an autosomal dominant 

pattern of inheritance has prompted the search for specific 

gene mutations. Almost 20 years ago, the first mutation 

mapped to 17q21 chromosome was a gene that encodes the 

microtubule-associated protein tau (MAPT).60–62 Soon after it 

was recognized that this mutation was present in less than a 

half of cases and that neuropathology in many cases displayed 

no tau inclusions.63,64 This finding fueled the search for other 

mutations that were found almost a decade later with the iden-

tification of progranulin (GRN) mutation, also mapped on 

chromosome 17q21.65,66 Although mutations in chromosome 

17 explain more than a third of familial cases,57 a substantial 

number, and especially those with family history of ALS, 

remained unexplained. It was not until the identification of 

a novel repeat expansion of the GGGGCC hexanucleotide 

in the chromosome 9 open reading frame 72 (C9orf72) that 

a high proportion of cases with familial FTLD (12%) or 

familial ALS (22.5%) could be explained.67,68

In spite of the recent advances in genetics, a notable 

difficulty in the field has been the poor correspondence 

between specific genotypes and aphasic phenotypes, which 

are largely derived from the description of sporadic cases. 

Nonlanguage symptoms are often present in genetic cases 

and have proven useful for relating some gene mutations to 

specific clinical phenotypes. For example, behavioral changes 

Early

Description of first cases with
progressive cognitive

impairment, including language

Inception of aphasia as a cardinal
manifestation in neurodegenerative

diseases. Several aphasic presentations
described

Modern

Systematic clinical assessment and
syndromic-neuroantomical-pathological

associations

Post diagnostic criteria

Pick et al, 18922

First reports of
cases with Pick’s

disease
Kahn et al

193410

Alzheimer, 19064

Selective impairment
of semantic memory
Warrington, 197518

Slowly progressive
aphasia without

generalized dementia
Mesulam, 19821

Progressive nonfluent
aphasia

• Agrammatism
• Anomia
• Phonemic
  paraphasias

Nonfluent/
agrammatic variant

• Apraxia of speech
• Agrammatism

Progressive apraxia of
speech

• Apraxia of speech

Progressive agrammatic
aphasia

• Agrammatism

Logopenic progressive
aphasia

• Word-finding
   difficulties
• Impaired repetition
• Phonemic paraphasias

Logopenic variant
• Word-finding
   difficulties
• Impaired repetition
• (Phonemic
  paraphasias)

Semantic dementia
Snowden et al, 198919

Semantic dementia
• Empty speech
• Impaired naming and
   comprehension
• Semantic paraphasia

Semantic variant
• Anomia
• Impaired
   comprehension

Primary progressive
aphasia unclassified

Progressive fluent
aphasia

Semantic dementia

• Anomia

• Impaired naming and
   comprehension

Clinical and pathological
characterization

Cognitive neuropsychology,
neuroimaging, and

pathology

Imaging processing methods, biomarkers,
genetic, and molecular pathology

Botha et al 201532

Gorno-Tempini et al 201127

Neary et al 199826

Figure 1 Evolution of progressive aphasias.
Notes: The flowchart displays the evolution of the concept of progressive aphasias ranging from the earliest clinical descriptions, which included Pick’s and Alzheimer’s 
descriptions of cases with progressive language disorder, to a broad spectrum of language and speech disorders. The evolution has been divided in early, modern, and 
postdiagnostic criteria epochs. A brief description of milestone events is shown below each epoch. The lines show the presumed derivation of each syndrome and bullet 
points indicate its core defining features. Features in brackets indicate a relevant supporting feature, but not currently considered as a core feature. Key developments in 
each epoch are shown at the bottom of flowchart.
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and parkinsonism alongside language deficits are the main 

clinical manifestations in cases with MAPT mutations.69 

Although the aphasic phenotype in these cases is usually 

nonfluent, a fluent presentation similar to sv-PPA has also 

been described. 70–72 The clinical phenotype associated with 

GRN mutations is even more diverse than the one associ-

ated with MAPT mutations. However, like MAPT mutations, 

behavioral changes are commonly encountered and often 

accompanied with extrapyramidal features.73,74 Aphasia may 

also be present in cases with GRN mutations and can take 

a number of forms.75–77 The lv-PPA pattern seems to be the 

most common,78,79 with cases often exhibiting phonological 

disintegration, lexical retrieval problems, anomia with a 

variable degree of single-word comprehension deficits and 

reduction in phonological working memory resources, and 

no evidence of apraxia of speech.75,77,80

In cases with C9orf72 hexanucleotide expansion, like 

other mutations, the main clinical phenotype is behavioral 

change, often associated with psychotic symptoms. ALS 

may or may not co-occur. However, the clinical phenotypical 

spectrum of this expansion is rapidly growing.81 Although 

C9orf72 expansion is now recognized as the main cause of 

familial cases with behavioral FTLD, language deficits have 

also been described in most series82–84 – for an exception, see 

Boeve et al.85 The most common language presentation is 

nfv-PPA, whereas sv-PPA is rarely, if ever, associated with 

this expansion. Finally, other extremely rare gene mutations 

can initially manifest as aphasia, such as valosin-containing 

protein gene, which causes inclusion body myopathy asso-

ciated with Paget’s disease of bone and FTLD.86 In these 

cases, the language disorder is usually accompanied by 

other cognitive or muscle disorder and so may not strictly 

be classified as PPA.87

Associated symptoms
Another emerging issue in the field of PPA, as more sensitive 

assessment tools are developed, is the increasing awareness 

that some cases do indeed present with nonlinguistic impair-

ments in the early stages of the disease, including deficits in 

motor and other cognitive domains. Although accompany-

ing impairments are overshadowed by language deficits and 

cause no major functional impact on patients, their detection 

can potentially assist in the differential diagnosis of PPA 

upon initial presentation to the clinic.88 For instance, the 

distinction between nfv-PPA and lv-PPA can be complicated 

by the presence of similar appearing linguistic deficits, or 

alternatively, by the presence of minor alterations of expres-

sive language that are difficult to typify.89 In these situations, 

differential diagnosis can be facilitated by detection of 

nonverbal impairments. Specifically, some nfv-PPA cases 

exhibit emotion processing disturbances affecting detection 

of negative emotions,90 while many lv-PPA cases show subtle 

impairment in nonverbal episodic memory,90 orientation,91 

and executive function.92

Similarly, the presence of specific motor signs like 

limb myoclonic jerks, albeit rare, can be highly specific 

to Alzheimer pathology combined with Lewy body inclu-

sions. In contrast, the emergence of extrapyramidal signs 

(eg, bradykinesia and rigidity), more often seen in nfv-PPA 

than in lv-PPA,93 prompts consideration of non-Alzheimer 

pathologies.43 Notably, virtually all cases with apraxia of 

speech develop bradykinesia at some point in the disease 

progression.94 Denoting their common association with tau 

pathologies, a proportion of cases initially classified as nfv-

PPA are later diagnosed with either progressive supranuclear 

palsy or corticobasal degeneration.95 These commonalities, 

comprising clinical features and pathological changes, have 

fueled controversy over the nosological identity of nfv-PPA. 

While some researchers advocate for an integrative approach 

whereby all these possible clinical presentations are referred 

to as a “Pick’s complex”,96 others emphasize the usefulness of 

specific clinical markers and anatomical signatures to better 

define each clinical entity.97 The presence of nonlanguage 

deficits can also have direct clinical  implications for 

 differential diagnosis. The presence of personality changes 

and face recognition deficits (prosopagnosia) are often 

encountered in sv-PPA. These changes correlate with gray 

matter loss in the right temporal lobe, which is involved in 

nonverbal processing including theory of mind.98,99 Around 

a third of sv-PPA cases display predominant right anterior 

temporal lobe atrophy, accompanied by behavioral changes 

and prosopagnosia; however, given their disproportionate 

behavioral changes over language deficits, these cases are 

not formally included in the category of sv-PPA. Evidence 

from a longitudinal cohort, however, demonstrates that those 

cases develop marked language deficits, demonstrating that 

irrespective of the initial clinical presentation, all sv-PPA 

cases evolve into a similar syndrome at the neural and behav-

ioral level.45 This convergent clinical progression shows not 

only the common nosology in both sv-PPA presentations, 

but it also suggests the relevance of observing the clinical 

trajectory to refining diagnosis. Of clinical importance, 

unlike other variants, almost all cases with sv-PPA develop 

some degree of behavioral symptoms such as agitation and 

 delusions that can become disruptive and require pharmaco-

logical  intervention.100 This fact prompts clinicians to monitor 
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patients on a regular basis to allow early identification of 

nonlinguistic changes and advising of caregivers on mitiga-

tion of disruptive behaviors and prognosis.

Future directions
One of the challenges in the field is the identification of the 

fundamental neurocognitive mechanisms and the neuro-

correlates that underpin each linguistic syndrome. Sv-PPA 

represents a formidable achievement on this, as the integration 

of descriptions from neurocognitive, linguistic, neuroanatomi-

cal, and pathological studies made possible the delineation of 

a robust clinicopathological entity.46 This description would 

have been impossible without advances in cognitive neuro-

psychology that provided the theoretical framework to integrate 

seemingly unrelated cognitive manifestations under a unitary 

cognitive system.101 In addition, the capacity of associating 

core deficits with discrete brain regions has contributed to 

reveal language–brain relationships and to identify a putative 

anatomical signature in each variant. In the aforementioned 

example, progressive loss of semantic representations is mostly 

associated with bilateral thinning in temporal poles, regions 

that play a crucial role in semantic processing.

The anatomical basis for concomitant motor speech dis-

orders in cases with nfv-PPA, however, remains  controversial, 

with multiple imaging studies  demonstrating the relevance 

of cortical regions other than Broca’s area. While some 

highlight the anterior left insula,102 others suggest a role for 

the superior lateral premotor cortex, bilateral supplemen-

tary motor area,51,103,104 and basal ganglia.105 Although the 

clinical identification of a single neurocognitive process that 

underpins apraxia of speech remains not entirely defined, 

behavioral reaction time and neuroimaging analyses sug-

gest that impaired specification of temporal articulatory 

goals for sequences of speech sounds104,106 possibly is due to 

weak connectivity between right and left premotor regions, 

thereby preventing high fidelity integration of feedback and 

feedforward motor commands.107

Another attempt in identifying coherent clinical– 

neuroanatomical–pathological markers in PPA is posited by 

phonological errors or phoneme misplacement in otherwise 

well-articulated words. This deficit is encountered in lv-PPA 

cases with presumed AD and has been proposed as a puta-

tive clinical marker of lv-PPA.105 Interestingly, this deficit is 

associated with left superior temporal gyrus atrophy, a region 

involved in phonological processing that then can potentially 

be the anatomical signature of lv-PPA.108 Taken together, 

this converging clinical and anatomical evidence points to 

phonologic disintegration as the main neurocognitive system 

affected in lv-PPA, which could explain the co-occurrence 

of phonologic errors and the reduced phonologic short-term 

memory that causes impairment of sentence repetition.109

Although, in comparison with the behavioral presenta-

tion of FTLD, PPA cases show less frequent family history 

of dementia and a lower proportion of cases with identified 

genetic mutations, still this area of research is developing 

and facing some challenges. It is not clear to what extent the 

international classification can account for the clinical pheno-

type arising from these mutations and genotype-language 

phenotype associations are not yet fully established.

Patients and relatives eagerly await treatments that can 

halt or delay the progression of these conditions. Refinements 

in clinical diagnosis and biomarkers are of paramount impor-

tance to trial effective drugs targeted to specific pathologies. 

In particular, PPA cases, given their clinical diversity and 

pathological heterogeneity, pose a serious challenge to these 

ambitions. Nevertheless, an increasing area of interest in 

the field has been the development of behavioral therapies 

aimed to ameliorate or improve language deficits. Aside from 

drugs targeting specific pathologies, behavioral interventions 

 following different approaches have been attempted in PPA.110 

To date, there are very few studies of low-level evidence 

investigating behavioral intervention for the speech and 

language impairments in PPA. All have appropriately applied 

treatments previously designed to target specific impairments 

observed in stroke-related aphasia, such as word-finding dif-

ficulty or sentence construction and discourse problems.111,112 

These preliminary studies are providing promising directions 

for larger scale trials, especially in the period of the disease 

when language symptoms predominate and cognition is 

relatively intact. More information for professionals on 

treatments and support to patients and relatives can be found 

in web pages (http://www.ppaconnection.org, http://www.

theaftd.org/life-with-ftd/support-for-caregivers/caregiver-

support-groups).

Finally, careful scientific investigations are discovering 

cognitive and linguistic susceptibility factors that modulate 

the clinical expression of common conditions such as AD. 

For instance, the antecedent of learning disability has been 

found more often in cases with PPA.113,114

Concluding remarks
The wide phenotypical diversity in PPA offers a natural 

paradigm to investigate the complexity of the speech and 

language systems and the neural networks underpinning these 

uniquely human abilities. By developing our understanding 

of these systems and how they break down, we will be better 
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able to detect and differentiate impairments early in disease 

progression, develop systematic hypotheses about type and 

distribution of pathology, and link patients with emerging 

pharmaceutical and neurobehavioral clinical trials to preserve 

function, independence, and societal participation further 

into the disease’s course.
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